This paper compares the performance and limitations of different models of the cathode region of cold-cathode low-pressure dc glow discharges: (i) we review known modelling approaches, (ii) develop our own simulation codes based on these approaches, (iii) perform calculations using these codes for reference sets of discharge conditions, which allows a critical comparison of the models and (iv) for a further check of the simulation results we carry out Langmuir probe measurements of electron densities in abnormal Ar glow discharges. The theoretical approaches include fluid models both neglecting and including the electron energy balance equation, as well as hybrid models, which combine the fluid treatment of slow plasma species with the kinetic simulation of fast electrons. We also test the effect of the choice of the ionization source term in fluid models. We find that the electron densities calculated from the fluid models are far (several orders of magnitude) below the experimental values even if the electron energy equation is considered in the calculations. This weakness of fluid models clearly points out the importance of an accurate calculation of the ionization source term, which can only be accomplished by a kinetic approach under the conditions of highly nonlocal electron transport in the cathode region of glow discharges. In hybrid models Monte Carlo simulation is used for this purpose, and indeed, this approach gives electron densities comparable to our experimental data.
Introduction
The precise mathematical characterization of low-temperature discharge plasmas has been motivated both by the advance of applications of discharges and by the wish to understand the rich physics of these systems. The most accurate description can only be expected from calculations based on the kinetic theory, as these plasmas (or at least their certain components, electrons in most cases) are far from equilibrium [1, 2] . In the cathode region of cold-cathode dc glow discharges the electron transport is well known to be highly nonlocal [3, 4] due to the 4 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.
fact that the ionization mean free path of the electrons may be comparable to the spatial extent of the discharge. The exact description of the electrons' motion under such conditions, in principle, may proceed via the solution of the Boltzmann equation. An alternative method of solution is represented by particle methods, which trace 'test' particles to derive the properties of the ensemble of particles. The state of the art for the simulation of electron kinetics in gas discharges based on the numerical solution of the Boltzmann equation has been reviewed in several papers, e.g. [5] [6] [7] . While these papers give sophisticated examples, e.g. describe the electron kinetics in the Franck-Hertz experiment, in spatiotemporal relaxation, in electromagnetic fields, in inductively and capacitively coupled plasmas, as well as in the positive column of glow discharges, to our best knowledge no full self-consistent solution for the cathode region of plane-parallel dc glow discharges (the simplest possible discharge configuration), where a field reversal occurs in the negative glow [8] [9] [10] , has been obtained so far by the solution of the Boltzmann equation.
For a self-consistent solution, besides an accurate treatment of the electrons, ions have to be dealt with as well, and the Poisson equation has to be used to calculate the electric field distribution in the presence of appreciable space charge density. For ions the assumption of hydrodynamic (local-field) approximation is reasonable in most dc discharges (operated in a noble gas). In such an approach ions are treated as a continuum.
In fluid models all the plasma species, including electrons, are treated as continuum. Such models are known to be more efficient in terms of computational time, whereas particle-based calculations offer the possibility of a fully kinetic treatment of the particles' motion, going beyond the capabilities of fluid models. The cost of this advantage of particle models is the excessive computation, which, however is a decreasingly serious limitation due to the rapid advance of computer hardware.
The advantages of fluid models (efficiency) and of particle treatment (accuracy) can be jointly utilized in hybrid models [11] , in which slow plasma species are treated within the frame of a fluid model, while fast species (in particular fast electrons, which drive ionization and excitation reactions) are treated as particles [12] [13] [14] [15] . Although one needs to be aware of their limitations [16] , hybrid models have been very successful in describing a wide range of discharge physics phenomena and providing deep insight into the operation of different discharge configurations, such as pseudospark switches [12] , analytical glow discharge cells [17] and hollow cathode discharges for gas lasers [18, 19] .
One expects that modelling calculations reproduce to certain extent the electrical characteristics of the discharges (which influence to a large extent the energy of ions reaching the cathode) and the density of the charged species (which determine the electric field distribution and the rates of different plasmachemical reactions). Considering low-pressure dc glow discharges in argon, Phelps has compiled a database of electrical characteristics [20] . We are, on the other hand, not aware of any data compilation concerning other characteristics of the same type of discharges, e.g. measured electron density values for a wide range of discharge conditions. The verification of the models present in the literature (crosschecking of the results with experimental data) has been neglected in the majority of works, as no experiments parallel with the modelling studies have been carried out, and due to the fact that there exists no widely available and accepted database for a number of relevant discharge characteristics. It is only the comparison with experimental data that can provide information about the accuracy of any modelling approach and without such comparison statements concerning the performance of the models are questionable.
In spite of their inability to account for kinetic phenomena, fluid models have been attractive for the description of gas discharge plasmas. They solve a (truncated) set of moment equations of the Boltzmann equation. The first three lowest moments express particle conservation, momentum conservation and energy conservation. Some of the studies published during the last decades consider only particle and momentum balance [21, 22] , while the majority of works account for the energy balance as well [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . It is important to recognize that in these works there are significant differences (i) in the choice of boundary conditions of the fluid equations, (ii) in the assumptions concerning the transport coefficients, (iii) in the expression for the ionization source function and (iv) in the choice of the secondary emission coefficient.
The effects of the boundary conditions have recently been discussed by Hagelaar et al [32] , while issues related to the secondary electron emission coefficient have been addressed in [14, 16, 17, 33, 34] (for low current, Townsend discharges these studies were preceded by [35, 36] ).
Unfortunately, most of the papers in the literature present calculations for different sets of discharge conditions and different electrode configurations, thus it is impossible to deduce the effects of assumptions listed above. This could be achieved in the most straightforward way by considering 'standard' sets of discharge conditions (pressure, voltage, electrode separation) and a simple discharge geometry. We will indeed follow this approach in this work: we develop simulation codes based on different types of models, and carry out calculation for common sets of input data. During this study, in particular, our aim is to address the questions:
(i) to what extent is the accuracy of the fluid models improved by incorporating the balance equation for electron energy? (ii) what is the effect of the form of ionization source function on the calculated discharge characteristics? (iii) how well fluid modelling calculations approximate experimental results? To answer these questions we present here fluid modelling calculations both incorporating and disregarding electron energy balance calculation and assuming different forms of the ionization source term. Additional calculations are also executed with a hybrid approach. The basics of these models-based on the literature sources-are reviewed in section 2. Our own calculations are exactly based on these models. For simplicity we carry out our investigations using one-dimensional modelling and we work with argon gas, as for discharges in this gas several independent experimental and modelling results are available, see, e.g. [37] and references therein. Due to the aforementioned lack of reliable experimental data for discharge characteristics, besides the modelling studies we also carry out Langmuir probe measurements of electron temperature and electron density in the negative glow region of argon discharges. The experimental apparatus and the experimental results are described in section 3. Following this, in section 4, we present a critical comparison between the results of calculations based on the different models (which have been described in section 2). Comparison between the simulation results and the experimental data is also given there. Section 5 presents the conclusions of our studies.
Modelling approaches
The simulation results, which will be presented in section 4, are based on the models described here. In sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively, we explain the basics of fluid models without energy balance calculation (termed in the following as 'simple fluid models'), as well as of fluid models with energy balance calculation (termed as 'extended fluid models'). We discuss the way of self-consistent solution of the models in section 2.3 and the idea of the hybrid approach in section 2.4. The central issue of selecting the transport coefficients in the models is discussed in detail in section 2.5. We also present there a set of transport coefficients (derived from Monte Carlo swarm simulations), which we use in our calculations based on the extended fluid model. Choices for the ionization source term and for the boundary conditions are given in sections 2.6 and 2.7, respectively.
Simple fluid approach
The simplest fluid models of dc glow discharges (in lowpressure noble gases) include a pair of continuity and a pair of momentum balance equations, for electrons and ions:
where n e and n i are the electron and ion densities, φ e and φ i are the electron and ion fluxes and S e and S i are the source functions of electrons and positive ions (see section 2.6). The fluxes are calculated on the basis of the drift-diffusion approximation:
where E is the electric field, µ e and µ i are the mobilities of electrons and ions, respectively. D e and D i are the corresponding diffusion coefficients. The assumptions concerning these coefficients will be discussed in section 2.5.
Extended fluid approach
The nonlocal transport of electrons can to some extent be incorporated into fluid models (see the discussion in [38] ) by including an additional equation for the electron mean energy in the set of fluid equations. The energy equation has the form:
where n ε = n eε is the energy density,ε is the mean energy (as a function of position) and φ ε is the energy flux, which can be written as a sum of drift and diffusion terms, similarly to the fluxes of particles, as explained in the paper of Hagelaar and Pitchford [39] :
The terms in (3):
and
where k L is the energy loss rate, represent the gain of energy due to the action of the electric field on electrons and the collisional losses, respectively (e is the elementary charge). µ ε and D ε in (4) are the energy mobility and energy diffusion coefficients. Their calculation will be discussed in section 2.5.
Self-consistent solution
The self-consistent solution of the fluid equations, in the presence of appreciable space charge, characteristic for glow discharges, can be obtained from the Poisson equation:
where ε 0 is the permittivity of free space. The set of fluid equations is usually solved using finite difference schemes and with an exponential form of the fluxes [40] due to its stability at spatially changing diffusion/drift conditions [12] . As an alternative to this approach finite element methods are also applicable (see, e.g., [41] ).
Hybrid models
As has already been mentioned in the introduction, the continuum treatment of the ions provides sufficient accuracy in most cases of our interest. This, actually, also holds for the slow electrons that do not contribute to ionization, but does not hold for fast electrons. Hybrid models overcome this problem by treating the fast electrons at the kinetic level (fully capturing their nonlocal character), while retaining the computational efficiency of fluid description of ions and slow electrons. The electron impact contribution to S i and the source term for slow electrons S e (which enter the continuity equations of the fluid model) are obtained from a kinetic calculation. Most of the hybrid models apply Monte Carlo (MC) simulation for this purpose.
In the MC procedure the trajectories of fast electrons between successive collisions are followed by direct integration of the equation of motion:
where m and q = −e are the mass and the charge of the electron, respectively. The free path between collisions is assigned statistically and the positions of the collisions are calculated from
where s 0 is the position of the last collision and s 1 is the position of the next collision measured on the curvilinear abscissa s, N is the density of the background gas, σ is the sum of cross sections of all possible elementary processes, ε is the kinetic energy of the particle and R 01 is a random number with uniform distribution in the [0, 1) interval. Even in onedimensional models fast electrons are routinely traced in threedimensional space. Whenever a collision event occurs, the type of collision is chosen on a statistical basis, according to the relative magnitudes of the cross sections of possible processes. In a noble gas, such as Ar, the most important types of collision events include elastic scattering, excitation, as well as ionization. For the details of the simulation of scattering events, see e.g. [42, 43] . The MC module of a hybrid code uses the electric field distribution obtained in the fluid module and provides the source functions of positive ions and slow electrons to be used in the continuity equations of the fluid module. After completing the Monte Carlo simulation cycle of a given number of primary electrons and of the electrons created by them in ionizing collisions, the source functions of ions and slow electrons (in a one-dimensional model) are obtained as
where j is the current density calculated in the previous fluid cycle, γ is the electron emission coefficient of the cathode and
is the number of ions (slow electrons) created in the slab of width x around x due to the emission of N MC 0 primary electrons from the cathode.
The stationary solution of the hybrid model is obtained by iterative solutions of the fluid and Monte Carlo parts. For further details of hybrid models we refer to [12] [13] [14] .
Transport coefficients
For the solution of the equations of the fluid models the diffusion and mobility transport coefficients of electrons and ions (and also of the energy density in the case of extended fluid models) have to be specified.
For positive ions a mobility coefficient µ i that depends on the reduced electric field E/N (N being the gas density), and is known from experiment, is usually included in the fluid and hybrid models. The diffusion coefficient of positive ions is in many cases taken as D i /µ i = ekT i , where k is the Boltzmann constant and kT i is the characteristic energy of ions. T i = T g , where T g is the background gas temperature, is usually assumed (e.g. [12, 21, 28] ).
For electrons one can find very different assumptions in the literature. In simple fluid models and in most hybrid models constant values are used for µ e and D e . The mobility coefficient usually has an experimental value, and constant characteristic energy values between kT e = 0.1 and 1 eV have routinely been used [44] [45] [46] [47] to obtain the diffusion coefficient D e , via the relation D e /µ e = ekT e . The effect of the assumed value of the (slow, or bulk) characteristic electron energy kT e has been analysed in [16, 48] . It has been shown that some of the calculated discharge characteristics (particle densities and the depth of the potential well formed in the negative glow) depend sensitively on the assumed value of kT e , while some other characteristics (particle fluxes and the voltage-current characteristics of the discharge) are basically independent of this value.
It is trivial that more accurate results could be expected from simple fluid and hybrid models if one could incorporate the dependence of the transport parameters on the discharge conditions. The mobility and diffusion coefficients of electrons are, in fact, known as a function of E/N . Thus one could in principle include the full E/N -dependence of these transport coefficients in a fluid (or hybrid) model. This, however, has been found to result in an instability due to the 'backdiffusion' of electrons into the cathode sheath. For the electrons situated near the sheath-glow boundary the diffusion coefficient increases in the sheath due to the increasing electric field towards the cathode. Consequently, the electrons are able to diffuse against the field, and they reach a region of even higher field, where their diffusion coefficient grows further. This positive feedback is the origin of the instability that one can observe in the simulation. In reality the energy of electrons would quickly decrease when they diffuse against the field, however, the set of fluid equations (1)- (3) cannot account for the electron energy.
The above problem can be overcome by incorporating the electron energy balance equation in fluid models. Nevertheless, even in some of the extended fluid models constant values for µ e and D e are sometimes used [23] . Other works use a set of transport coefficients obtained by assuming a Maxwellian electron distribution function (EDF) [29] . The most precise, coherent set of transport coefficients and reaction rates can be obtained from kinetic calculations carried out for electron swarm conditions. This can be accomplished via calculating the EDF either by the solution of the Boltzmann equation [39, 41, 49] or from a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. The calculations of transport coefficients have to be carried out for a wide range of E/N values and the data obtained this way can subsequently be organized into lookup tables as a function of the mean electron energy. As the energy balance equation in an extended fluid model provides the spatial dependence of the mean energyε, all the transport coefficients are known, via their dependence onε, as a function of the space coordinate(s). Figure 1 illustrates the data generated from our MC swarm simulations which use the cross section set of Hayashi [50] for e − + Ar collisions. Figure 1 (a) displays the mobility and diffusion coefficients of electrons (µ e , D e ) and of the electron energy density (µ ε , D ε ). To obtain these data we have followed the prescription of the derivation of the particle and energy transport coefficients from the EDF as given in [39] . This set of transport coefficients is used in our simulations based on the extended fluid approach (see section 4).
Finally it is noted that some authors connect the particle and energy transport coefficients via µ ε = (5/3)µ e and D ε = (5/3)D e , and use a partitioning of the energy (heat) flux φ ε = (5/3)φ eε − (5/3)n e D e ∂ xε . As has been pointed out in [39] , such partitioning that assumes a Maxwellian electron energy distribution, is clearly an approximation. 
Source terms
The S i (x) and S e (x) source terms in the continuity equations are effective values, i.e. they include both sources and losses of charged particles. The dominant source process in the cathode region is electron impact ionization. Additionally, ionization from metastable levels by electron impact or due to metastablemetastable collisions can also contribute to the sources of electrons and ions. Loss processes, such as recombination, or loss of atomic ions due to their conversion to molecular ions (becoming important at elevated pressures) can be accounted for in the source terms with a negative sign. Here, for simplicity, we consider electron impact ionization of ground state gas atoms as the only source process, and neglect all loss processes.
In the case of fluid models the calculation of the source functions S(x) = S i (x) = S e (x) can be based either on the electron flux or the electron density [39] . In simple fluid models the 'flux-based source' calculation uses Townsend's first ionization coefficient α, as a function of the local reduced electric field E(x)/N :
In an extended fluid model α as a function of the electron mean energy is used and the source function is calculated as
The approach based on the electron density uses a rate coefficient k i , which depends on the electron mean energy:
This expression will be called the 'rate coefficient-based source' calculation. The accurate approach to obtain the rate coefficient is based on a kinetic calculation of the electron energy distribution function (F 0 ):
where m is the mass of the electron and σ i is the ionization cross section. Figure 1(b) shows the ionization rate coefficient k i obtained from our MC swarm simulations, and also the electron energy loss rate k L to be incorporated in the electron energy balance equation (3) via equation (6) . The ionization source function S(ε) is also displayed for a Maxwellian energy distribution, as a function of mean energy. In spite of the notable differences, which originate from the non-Maxwellian nature of the EDF for most of the range ofε, a Maxwellian EDF has been used in some cases to calculate k i from the respective cross section [29, 31] . Alternatively, some other authors [23] [24] [25] assume an Arrhenius-type behaviour of k i :
where E a is the 'activation energy' and k i0 is a characteristic parameter of the gas. As stated by Hagelaar and Pitchford [39] , the flux-based calculation of the source function (equation (12) ) is expected to be more accurate in the cathode region of glow discharges than the rate coefficient-based calculation, as the accuracy of the calculated electron flux is usually much higher than the accuracy of the calculated density (see, e.g., the findings of [16] ). We test in our calculations the source functions given by both forms (12) and (13) in conjunction with (14) .
In the hybrid models we use a Monte Carlo simulation of the fast electrons to calculate S(x) for the actual field distribution (as explained in section 2.4).
Boundary conditions
In our one-dimensional models the discharges are bounded by metallic electrodes. The potentials at the electrodes are fixed as boundary conditions. We use U (x = 0) = 0 V at the cathode and U (x = L) = V at the anode, where V is the discharge voltage. The electron and ion densities are taken to be zero at the anode. At the cathode side the gradient of the ion density is taken to be zero, while the electron density is defined by the relation expressing secondary emission: Here γ is the (apparent) secondary electron emission coefficient. In the strong field near the cathode the fluxes are dominated by the drift contribution, φ = nve, thus the electron density is taken to be n e (0) = n i (0)µ i (0)/µ e (0). The mean electron energy at the cathode side is fixed atε(x = 0) = 5 eV, which approximates the average kinetic energy of electrons emitted from the cathode due to ion bombardment. At the anode sideε is taken to be zero at the boundary (x = L).
Experimental investigations

Experimental setup
The schematic diagram of the apparatus used in our experiments is shown in figure 2 . A dc discharge is generated between two parallel plate electrodes of 7.7 cm diameter. The distance between the cathode and the anode is L = 3 cm. The electrodes are made of copper and are placed inside a pyrex glass cylinder to confine the discharge and to prevent long-path breakdown. A Langmuir probe is situated on the discharge axis 1.5 cm above the cathode. In order to minimize the disturbance of the plasma it is important to keep the dimensions of both the probe and the probe support small. The probe is made of a tungsten wire of 20 µm diameter and has a length of 2.5 mm. The probe support consists of two coaxial glass tubes with the diameter of the outer one being 0.5 mm. The inner glass tube of the probe support is made 1 mm shorter compared with the outer one. This way we can avoid the formation of an electrical contact between the probe surface and the sputtered metal layer deposited onto the support-thus keeping the active probe surface area constant for an extended time period. To prevent the probe surface from being covered by a sputtered metal layer, the probe is regularly cleaned by ion bombardment applying a negative bias voltage of −120 V (through a 100 k resistor) for a duration of 100 ms. A more detailed description of the Langmuir probe configuration is given in [51] .
The discharge tube is placed inside a vacuum chamber. Preceding the measurements, the vacuum part of the apparatus is heated up to 400 K to evaporate volatile impurities from the walls and then pumped down by means of a turbo-molecular pump to a base pressure of ∼10 −5 Pa. The experiments are conducted using 6.0 purity argon gas with a slow flow of 5-10 sccm, measured and set by a flow controller and a needle valve. Prior to entering the vacuum chamber, the gas is further purified in a cold trap filled with liquid nitrogen. Before the measurements, the surface of the cathode is treated by a medium current discharge in argon (≈4 mA) for about 15 min.
Evaluation of the Langmuir probe characteristics
An example of a measured Langmuir probe current-voltage characteristic-for a discharge operating at p = 40 Pa and I = 2 mA-is shown in figure 3 . The absolute value of the probe current |I p | is plotted on a logarithmic scale as a function of the applied voltage.
Different Langmuir probe evaluation techniques in nonMaxwellian plasmas have been compared in [52] . During the evaluation procedure applied for the present measurements, the second derivative of the total probe current is first calculated (not shown in figure 3 ). The position of the effective plasma potential V eff pl (which is the plasma potential shifted by the anode-to-probe contact potential) is chosen to be at the zero crossing of the second derivative curve. A preliminary estimate of the electron temperature is obtained by fitting the second derivative with an exponential decay in the electron retardation region close to the plasma potential. Next, the ion part I i of the probe current is estimated. For the sake of simplicity and because the further evaluation does not rely much on the ion current, in the recent work the ion current is fitted (in the far negative voltage region) by the empirical formula given in [53] :
This dependence is then extrapolated to the effective plasma potential. Once the ion current is obtained, the electron current I e is calculated as I e = I p − I i . The near exponential decay of the electron current in the retardation voltage region indicates the presence of a high density of slow electrons in the plasma (see figure 3) . Another group of more energetic electrons is responsible for the excessive electron current driven to the probe at even lower voltages. The second derivative of I e is calculated and fitted by an exponential function to obtain the temperature of the slow electrons.
The square of the probe current I 2 p is found to exhibit a linear dependence on the probe potential U p in the electron accelerating region of the characteristic (U p > V eff pl ). The electron density is determined from the slope of this line as follows from the orbital motion limited (OML) theory. For detailed description of the Langmuir probe measurements and justification of the applied evaluation methods we refer to [51] .
Experimental results
During the experiments the current-voltage characteristics of the discharge (and the Langmuir probe characteristics) are recorded for discharge current values in the range of I = 1-5 mA, at pressures between p = 13 and 107 Pa. Our experimental results are shown in figure 4 . Panel (a) of the figure shows the discharge voltage (V ) as a function of the reduced current density (j/p 2 ) for a series of pL values. Besides our experimental data, those obtained in [54] are also displayed for L = 3 cm gap, at pL = 40 and 67 Pa cm. Our results compare well with these previous experimental data. Figures 4(b) and (c), respectively, show the electron density and the (bulk) electron temperature as a function of pressure, recorded at several values of the discharge current. At any fixed pressure the density is nearly proportional to the current. The density measured at the position of the probe exhibits a maximum as a function of pressure (at around 20-25 Pa), this is however a combined effect of the change in the magnitude of the density and the change in the spatial density profile, as a consequence of changing pressure. Nevertheless, as the modelling calculations provide the full spatial distribution of the electron density, the measured data can serve as the basis of comparison, at the point where the probe is located. The electron temperature kT e has been found to grow both with increasing pressure and with increasing current, acquiring values between 0.1 and 0.35 eV. Our measured data are in good agreement with those (∼0.3 eV) obtained in [55] by Thomson scattering experiment in a discharge cell with planeparallel electrode configuration. These values correspond to the location of the Ramsauer minimum in the electron-Ar collision cross section.
Simulation results and discussion
In this section we present the results of numerical calculations based on the models described in section 2. We perform • The simple fluid model solves equations (1) and (2) for the number and momentum balance of electrons and ions (see section 2.1) and the Poisson equation (7). The source of ionization is given by the (local-field) fluxbased form (11) . This model uses an electron mobility µ e p = 3990 m 2 V −1 s −1 Pa [56] and D e /µ e = ekT e , where the characteristic electron energy kT e is an input parameter (with values 0.1 and 1.0 eV).
• The extended fluid model solves equations (1) and (2) for the number and momentum balance of electrons and ions, equations (3) and (4) for the calculation of the mean electron energy, as well as the Poisson equation (7) for the self-consistency of the solution. For the source of ionization we use both the flux-based form (12) and the rate coefficient-based form (13) . The transport coefficients of the electrons and of the electron energy are taken as functions of the mean electron energy from Monte Carlo simulations of electron swarms, see figure 1.
• In the fluid part of the hybrid model (applied for positive ions and slow electrons) the continuity and momentum transfer equations (1) and (2) (see section 2.1), and the Poisson equation (7) are solved. For the slow electrons we use the same electron mobility as in the simple fluid model, as well as D e /µ e = ekT e , where the characteristic energy of slow (bulk) electrons kT e is an input parameter. The source of ionization is calculated by kinetic (Monte Carlo) simulation of fast electrons (see section 2.4).
In each of the models: (i) the mobility of positive ions is taken as a function of E/N [35] and the ion diffusion coefficient is assumed to be D i /µ i = ekT i with kT i = T g , as explained in section 2.5; (ii) we assume a homogeneous background gas density (no heating of the gas), (iii) the boundary conditions for the potentials, particle densities and mean electron energy are the ones specified in section 2.7 and (iv) we use a spatial grid of 300 points.
We start here by presenting a cross-check (and validation) of our code (based on the extended fluid approach) with independent modelling results. We have carried out a test simulation for the conditions used by Becker et al [41] (the first set of reference conditions): p = 133 Pa argon pressure, T g = 273 K temperature, V = 250 V voltage, L = 1 cm electrode gap, and a secondary emission coefficient of γ = 0.06. The physical model used in [41] is very similar to ours, except that it also considers the effect of metastable argon atoms. But, as deduced from figure 9(b) of that work, ionization processes involving metastable atoms (stepwise ionization, as well as metastable-metastable collisions) contribute a few per cent at most to the overall ion production. A rate-coefficient type source function (13) is used here to match our model with that of [41] .
Our code gives results which are in good agreement with those of [41] , as revealed in figure 5 . The small deviations may be attributed to the use of slightly different transport parameters, as those in [41] have been derived from a somewhat different cross section set [57] . The results presented in this figure also intend to illustrate the capabilities of the extended fluid model. The model is clearly able to reproduce the (ion space charge dominated) sheath + (quasi-neutral) glow structure of the discharge. It predicts a reversal (change in sign) of the electric field [8] [9] [10] that occurs due to the highly nonlocal nature of the electron transport in the cathode region. The electron mean energy grows to about 28 eV in the vicinity of the cathode, then decreases in the weaker field further from the cathode and acquires a value ofε ≈ 5-6 eV in the negative glow region. The ionization source is most prominent in the cathode sheath, and it decays around the sheath edge. However, a second peak of ionization also shows up in the negative glow due to the local maxima of the electron density and mean electron energy.
Next, the results of the modelling calculations based on the different types of approaches and using different ionization source terms are compared in figure 6 for the first set of reference conditions: p = 133 Pa, T g = 273 K, V = 250 V, L = 1 cm, γ = 0.06. The models cover (i) a simple fluid model, (ii) an extended fluid model and (iii) a hybrid model. The source functions in the fluid models are calculated both by the flux-based (equations (11) and (12)) and the rate coefficient-based (equation (13)) way. In the case of the hybrid model-as explained in section 2.4-the ionization source is obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation of the fast electrons. The simple fluid and hybrid modelling calculations are carried out using both kT e = 0.1 and 1 eV. Figure 6 (a) compares the calculated electron density distributions. The peak of the electron density obtained from the different fluid models scatters within one order of magnitude, approximately between 3 × 10 8 -3 × 10 9 cm −3 . Among the fluid models (for this set of discharge conditions) the highest electron density results from the extended approach with the rate coefficient-type ionization source. The hybrid models, in contrast to these values, predict densities in the range 10 11 -10 12 cm −3 , depending on the bulk electron temperature assumed.
The electric field distributions resulting from the different models are displayed in figure 6(b) . The extended fluid model, as well as the hybrid model, predict a reversal of the electric field in the negative glow region. The simple fluid model cannot account for the field reversal, as it does not capture the nonlocal character of electron transport to any extent. The electric field reversal creates a potential well within the negative glow, which supports the accumulation of the electrons. The hybrid model results in a significantly shorter cathode sheath length (and consequently, an approximately factor of two stronger electric field at the cathode), compared with the fluid models.
The ionization source functions calculated by the fluxbased approach are compared with the rate coefficient-based ionization source and those obtained from MC simulation in figure 6(c) . A characteristic feature of the extended fluid model is the source function with two peaks [23, 24, 41] , as already seen in figure 5(d) . When the flux-based calculation of S(x) is used, the double-peaked structure disappears.
It is only the hybrid model (which traces the fast electrons by Monte Carlo simulation) that produces an exponential fall-off of the ionization source term past the sheath-glow boundary. As the ionization and excitation cross sections have similar forms and both processes are primarily driven by fast electrons (of which the energy may exceed by far the thresholds of these processes), it is reasonable to assume that the spatial distribution of the excitation rate exhibits the same behaviour as the ionization. This has indeed been confirmed for the case of the cathode region of dc glow discharges [58] . The light intensity in the negative glow is known to decrease exponentially, see e.g. [47, 59] , and such behaviour is predicted by the hybrid model only. Predictions of the fluid models are in sharp contrast to this. The different models also result in different values for current density: the simple fluid model gives 0.14 mA cm −2 , the extended fluid model with the rate coefficient and flux-based calculation of the ionization source, respectively, gives 0.125 and 0.12 mA cm −2 . For the same conditions, the hybrid model (with kT e = 1 eV) gives 0.825 mA cm −2 . At this point we can already conclude that there are significant differences in the predicted discharge characteristics as obtained from the different models. It is only the comparison with experimental data that can help find the best approach and provide information about the reliability of the models. Thus, next we take another set of reference conditions for which the electrical characteristics, as well as electron density and electron temperature data, have been measured in our experiment. The detailed comparison of the spatial distribution of the electron density, electric field and ionization source function is presented in figure 7 for the second set of reference conditions: p = 40 Pa, V = 441 V (corresponding to a measured current of 4 mA), T g = 300 K, L = 3 cm, γ = 0.033. This value of the secondary yield (being in agreement with results given in [58] ) was chosen in a way that the current calculated by the hybrid model matches the experimental value. The behaviour of the quantities analysed here is very similar to their behaviour shown in figure 6 for the first set of reference conditions. In addition to the bulk electron temperature values kT e = 0.1 and 1 eV, used previously, figure 7 also shows the results of simple fluid and hybrid modelling calculations using a value kT e = 0.28 eV determined experimentally for this set of discharge conditions. The hybrid simulation with this value of kT e results in an electron density within a factor of two agreement with the experimentally determined n e , as shown in figure 7(a) . All the fluid calculations give about three orders of magnitude lower density. The extended fluid model with the rate coefficientbased source gives the lowest density and does not even predict the formation of a fully-developed sheath + glow structure for these conditions, as seen in figure 7(b) . The source functions (see figure 7(c) ) exhibit complex shapes, in contrast to those resulting from the hybrid model (which indicates exponential fall-off beyond the sheath-glow boundary).
Finally, we examine how the experimentally observed changes in the electron density and electrical characteristics are reproduced by the models. Figure 8 shows the electron density at the position of the Langmuir probe (x = 1.5 cm) and the discharge current density as a function of the discharge voltage. Besides the experimental data the figure displays the results of the hybrid model and the different fluid models (simple fluid model, as well as extended fluid models with flux-based and rate coefficient-based calculation of the ionization source term). Concerning the electron density ( figure 8(a) ), among all the models the hybrid approach gives results which are closest to the experimental values. Differences are attributed to (i) the possible underestimation of the electron density by the very presence of the probe itself in the plasma and (ii) the overestimation of the density by the models due to the fact that-being one-dimensional-they do not consider radial losses of charged particles. The experimental data show a factor of five change in the electron density within the current range studied (1 mA I 5 mA). The hybrid calculations, carried out with the measured values of kT e and a constant secondary yield γ = 0.033 predict a nearly constant density. Improved estimates for n e would be expected with a hybrid model using a calculated γ based on the kinetic simulation of heavy particles [14, 45] . The fluid models give a slowly increasing density with increasing voltage, but the magnitudes of the n e (x = 1.5 cm) values, particularly the ones derived from the extended fluid model with a rate coefficientbased calculation of the source term, are far (∼3-5 orders of magnitude) below the measured values.
The measured and calculated current densities are shown in figure 8(b) . The fluid models result in a slight positive slope of the curves with current density values lying well below the experimental data, especially at higher voltages. In particular, the current densities given by the extended fluid model with the rate coefficient-based calculation of the source term gives more than an order of magnitude lower values than the measured data. The hybrid model with a constant secondary yield predicts the discharge current within approximately a factor of two, for the whole range of interest.
Conclusions
This paper intended to critically compare different modelling approaches applicable for the description of the cathode region of low-pressure dc glow discharges. We have considered simple and extended fluid models, which, respectively, neglect and include the balance equation for electron energy (the third moment of the electron Boltzmann equation). In the simple fluid model we used constant mobility and diffusion coefficients for electrons and E/N -dependent transport coefficients for positive ions. We have found that using E/N -dependent electron transport coefficients in a simple fluid model results in a 'back-diffusion' of electrons into the sheath. The extended fluid models avoid this problem by using electron transport coefficients, which depend on the local electron mean energy rather than on the local reduced electric field. The spatial distribution of the electron mean energy is derived from the third moment equation of the Boltzmann equation. The transport coefficients of the electron energy together with the transport coefficients of the electrons have been determined from Monte Carlo simulations of electron swarms for a wide range of E/N values.
We have also tested the effect of the choice of the ionization source term, covering the flux-based and rate coefficient-based calculations of S(x), as well as its direct determination from Monte Carlo simulation for the actual field distribution in the cathode region.
Our conclusions regarding the accuracy of fluid models for the description of the cathode region of dc glow discharges are not favourable. The electron densities obtained from the different models have scattered over several orders of magnitude, the best agreement with experimental data has been found using the hybrid model. While reproducing the basic discharge physics of the cathode region, the different fluid approaches, depending on the form of the ionization source term, underestimated the electron density in the negative glow by three or more orders of magnitude. Thus we conclude that far more accurate results can be obtained from hybrid models than from fluid models, especially if the temperature of bulk electrons-which is needed as input in the simulation-can be determined experimentally. The hybrid approach has also been found superior over fluid models in predicting the electrical characteristics of the discharges and the spatial distribution of processes driven by highly energetic electrons.
We believe that the large discrepancies between the results of the fluid and hybrid calculations originate from the highly nonlocal nature of electron transport in the cathode region, which even by the extended fluid modelling can be captured only to a very limited extent. Here a kinetic approach, such as Monte Carlo simulation, to describe electron kinetics has a clear and indispensable advantage over the fluid treatment. The improvements of the accuracy of fluid models by incorporating the electron energy balance equation (compared with those which neglect it) have proven to be marginal. Thus, predictions of fluid models of the cathode region of glow discharges have to be treated with reservations.
